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Villa for sale in Cumbres del Sol (Marina Alta)

Residential Resort Cumbre del Sol, a contemporary architectural
complex for the construction of large luxury villas, which enjoys some
of the most spectacular views of the sea on the Costa Blanca. An
unrepeatable residential area on the North Costa Blanca, plots with
impressive views of the sea, in a unique and well-kept environment
for the construction of large villas. HARMONY Contemporary
architectural concept of luxurious villas, with an infrastructure and
landscaping according to the luxurious properties it houses. A
paradise facing the Mediterranean. EXCLUSIVITY A privileged area
in which a lucky few will be able to acquire their new villa, with a
unique design, adapted to each owner. CUSTOMIZATION Adaptation
of our products to your characteristics and needs, through
personalized luxury villas thanks to your participation in the design
and construction of your home. GUARANTEE External audits that
prove our solvency, delivery of bank guarantees and surety insurance
for the amounts delivered on account, guarantee the security of your
investment. With an enviable location, next to spectacular coves and
beaches, surrounded by nature, with a unique gastronomy and
leisure off [...]

Marina Alta / Benitachell

Unit pr VILLA BRISA DEL MAR
Completion Q2 2023

FEATURES

Surface 613 m²
3 Rooms
4 Toilets

Views

AACC

Backyard

Gym

Security

Has parking

Price 1,914,000 €
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The information about any property is not binding to any offer or contract. Any verbal or written declaration made by aProperties with
regards to the value or condition of the property should not be considered accurate or factual. The pictures make reference to some parts
of the property at the times that they were taken. The areas, dimensions and distances that are given are approximate and should be
checked by the client. The images are computer generated and are just an approximate indication of the real appearance of the property;
these may change at any time. The information with regards to the property may also change at any time.

Contact us today for more information or to arrange a viewing
Tel: 96 128 59 65 apropertiesvalencia@aproperties.es https://www.aproperties.es
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